
 

 
It seems like just the other day we were gearing up for the Workday go-live at UMMC 
and here we are again getting ready to bring another phase live!  Supply Chain and 
Accounts Payable moving off our legacy system, Lawson, and over to Workday will be a 
major milestone – we will have successfully moved all of our business operations out of 
Lawson and into Workday.  There will still be a lot to do because there’s a Workday 
Student Milestone 1 go-live coming soon thereafter.   
 
You’ll start seeing more updates from the Workday@umc email address in the weeks 
and months ahead so be sure to read through those messages to get the latest 
information on the go-live, training, open labs, etc.  We’re getting excited for this next 
go-live and continuing to Make Your Workday Count! 
 
Where are we in the project? 

The SCM team is hard working on finalizing reports.  The final tenant build is now 

underway!  User Acceptance Testing (UAT) will begin in February. 

 

The Integrations Team has been busy preparing for April.  Most of the integrations we 

have been working on are related to procurement, several integrations involve 

inventory, and some touch the banking sector.  Some of the procurement integrations 

are “Punchouts” where a UMMC employee can reach into a vendor’s website to pull 

items back into Workday for procurement.   

 

Integrator Profile:  Jonathan McCullough has been working for UMMC for over thirteen years.  

Many of those years have been spent supporting our Lawson system.  Much of that support has 

been writing custom programs using the PERL language.  During this transition from Lawson to 

Workday, Jonathan has become our BIRT (Business Intelligence and Reporting Tools) expert.    

  

The Workday Student team participated in 180 day Go-Live Review on 1/6/20.  They are 

nearing completion of configuration for Wave I go-live.  The team is actively preparing 

test scripts for End-to-End testing scheduled to begin March 9th and gearing up for 

Admissions and Recruiting customer confirmation sessions.  The tenant build process is 

in progress for End-to-End and User Acceptance Testing. A new tenant is scheduled to 

be available at the end of February.  The Change Management team has begun training 

needs assessments with the functional leads.   


